
Party Time!  

Celebration of Summer starting… 

Here are some wonderful ideas of things you can do with Balloons and bubbles as well 
as some basic party games. Feel free to take them outside. 

Once again – free to do something that’s not on here! 

Balloon Games: 

Balloon Ball - This is a fun game for very young children, as there are basically no rules 
involved. Simply toss the balloon back and forth to each other, while trying to avoid it 
from hitting the ground. If a player allows it to touch the game, the other player scores a 
point. Teach your young child to count by having them help count out loud each time 
the balloon is hit. 

Balloon Bop - Similar to balloon ball, balloon bop requires users to lay on their backs and 
use only their feet to hit the balloon. You'll be surprised at how well this game works your 
abdominal muscles! Players are only allowed to move around with their bottoms, and 
can only hit the balloon with their feet. (no hands allowed!) The limited rules of balloon 
ball apply to balloon bop, as well. 

Balloon Waddle - Players place a balloon between their knees and race to the finish line. 
Whoever can reach the finish line first, without dropping or popping their balloon, is the 
winner! If a player drops, or pops, the balloon, they have to return to the starting point. 
This is a fun balloon game to play as a relay race with a group of children, but is equally 
as fun with just two players. 

Hot Balloon - This balloon game works just like the "hot potato" game, but you'll use a 
balloon instead. With music playing in the background (have Mom or Dad control the 
music) players pass the balloon back and forth. Any player that purposely passes the 
balloon badly is out. Whoever is stuck holding the balloon when the music ends is out. 
Keep playing until there is only one person standing. 

Hiding Balloon Face - This is another great birthday party game. Give each child a 
balloon and a felt tip marker. Remind the children to press easy when drawing. Have the 
children to draw a face on the balloon, and have them write their initials in small letters. 
Have the children hide in another room while an adult hides all the balloons. The object 
of this balloon game is for the children to search through the room until they find the 
balloon face they created. That person is the winner! 



Balloon Wiggle - Blow up one balloon, but DO NOT tie it closed. Have the children line up 
and release the balloon. It will wiggle wildly through the air. The children can try to catch 
the balloon as it wiggles, and if someone catches it, they win. 

 

 

Defy Gravity:  

Give each player two balloons. Have the players try to keep both balloons in the air for 1 
minute. To make this even more difficult, have each player use only one hand to keep 
the balloons in the air.  

Balloon Bulls Eye: 

There are basic rules for this game, but you could adapt them in several ways 
depending on how long you want the game to last. 

To start with, give every child a balloon to blow up, and ask them to hold the neck shut 
rather than tie it in a knot. Place a target in the middle of the floor, and on the count of 
three, everyone releases their balloon. Whichever balloon is closest to the target, wins. 

You could play this game over and over, and each time the target becomes a different 
prize, or you could allocate points for bulls eyes, 1st closest, 2nd closest, and so on. After 
a few games you could add up the points to find an overall winner. 

Bubbles Games: 

See who can blow the biggest, the smallest, the most, the longest lasting,  

Dodge the bubbles: 

One child stands in the centre and the other children stand in a circle around them. 
When you say go the children all blow bubbles and the child in the centre tries to avoid 
being hit  

Bubble tag: 
 
The person who is it blows bubbles and tries to tag people as out with the bubbles. 
 
Bubble relays: 
 



Two teams or more – see which team can keep their bubble in the air the longest – they 
can get under the bubble and blow on it, they can touch it with their wands or fingers – 
but as soon as it bursts or blows away they are out. 
 
 
Other Party Games: 
 
Duck, Duck, Goose: 
 
The kids love this one – even Starburst! 
 
Musical Chairs: 
 
Walk around the chairs and when the music stops they must find a chair. Keep pulling 
chairs away each round until there is only one child left on a chair. This child is the 
winner. 
 
Musical Statues: 
 
When the music stops the children have to stand completely still in whatever position 
they were in – and if they move, they are out. 
 
Variations on this one – get them to be an animal as they move. 
 
Sleeping Lions: 
 
Children lie on the floor very still and silent and someone walks around and tries to 
disturb them by talking or gently tickling them. It needs to be gently or they will be out 
too quickly! 
 
 
Cookie Monster:  
 
Have everyone place a cookie on their forehead. Give everyone one minute to get the 
cookie from their forehead to their mouth without using their hands.  
 
I went to the Beach and I took…: 
 
Memory game, where each child in turn goes around the circle and says what they took 
to the beach plus what everyone else before them took.  
 
Variations include – ‘At my party I had…,’ or ‘on my holiday I went to…’  
 
Famous People/Animals guessing game: 



 
Children each pick a different movie character, or an animal (depending on which 
theme you pick) and one person writes them down with the name next to it.  
 
Then the list of characters or animals is read out and the children have to guess who said 
which character/animal. If they get it right, that person joins their team to guess others.  
You keep going until everyone has been guessed and the winner is the person who ends 
up guessing the most people and thereby ends up with everyone on their team.  
 
 
 
Other: 
 
There are balls and bean bags that also can be used for games. 
 
 
 
The aim is to have fun and let the kids celebrate! Here’s to the beginning of summer in 

Young Vineyard.  Enjoy! 


